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ABSTRACT
The e-Commerce marketplace has progressed rapidly in the last three decades due to
technological advances, while the proliferation of smart phones and affordable data have
transformed the Social Media landscape.
This gives rise to a new way of online shopping – Social Commerce, where social media
will eventually be integrated with e-Commerce.
The global Social Commerce market is projected to reach US$165.59 billion by 2021,
growing at a CAGR of around 34%1.

However, brands and brand owners are not empowered or equipped to effectively
monetize or tap on the enormous amount of user-generated content, while at the same
time, many users and content creators are inadequately rewarded for their efforts.

Source: Market research analyst at Technavio.
https://www.technavio.com/report/global-social-commerce-market
1
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This fragmented brand-consumer relationship and the lack of a closed-loop
interconnectivity between content creators, brands and users have resulted in a Social
Commerce environment that is unable to realize its full potential.
The Fanfare ecosystem aims to resolve this problem. Using the ERC-20 Fanfare Token
(FAN Token), we are building a Social Commerce ecosystem where content creators,
consumers and brands can connect intimately via the exchange of value through FAN
Tokens.
The FAN Tokens would be used by the brands as a reward mechanism for content
creators by converting their user-generated videos into shoppable videos. This allows
every user-generated video to have the potential of becoming a point-of-sale for brands,
thus making the entire social platform a marketplace for products.
Users would also be incentivized for time spent on watching videos created by their
friends or other consumers. Users can, in turn, use the FAN Tokens they have received as
rewards to purchase products from the Fanfare eStore.
Consumers who purchase products from the Fanfare eStore could further benefit from
attractive discounts or additional rewards.
Fanfare Global Pte Ltd, a Singapore-based company, has created this Fanfare ecosystem.
The company is managed by serial entrepreneurs, successful business owners and
professionals – from media, legal, marketing, finance and investment backgrounds with
decades of combined experience – and is also backed by an investment firm.
We have already built the most comprehensive centralized Social Commerce platform –
The Fanfare App.
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Since its official global launch in August 2017, the platform has already welcomed 200,000
users, 90 Ambassadors from 28 countries, as well as the participation of over 200 Brands
worldwide.
The FAN Token is built on three key cornerstones:

1.

Sharing of Efforts - based on trust, this co-sharing ecosystem will serve to

increase user growth, build stakeholder confidence and ensure sustainability.

2.

Distribution of Wealth – win-win-win economy where all stakeholders will

benefit from sharing of incentives and rewards

3.

Unlocking New Value – through the conversion of user-generated videos

into shoppable videos.

By 2020, the Fanfare ecosystem aims to have more than 25 million users and 5,000 brands
onboard, creating a total of 5 million shoppable videos, and generating US$1 billion worth
of social buying.
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CURRENT SITUATION
AND TRENDS
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The rapid convergence of social and e-Commerce has unlocked the new frontier of Social
Commerce, where trusted user-generated word-of-mouth videos are now indispensable
in the consumer purchase decision process.

RISE OF CONSUMER INFLUENCERS
In 2 to 3 years’ time, Consumer Influencers will be the next wave of social media influencers,
overtaking the current trend of micro-influencers dominating the social media scene,
resulting in a new trend called Visual Word-of-Mouth Marketing by Fans.
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According to We Are Social, there are 2.56 billion global mobile social media users,
equaling 34% penetration in 2017, and 1 million new active mobile social users added
every day2.

Percentage of these users who use social media to research and find products to buy
have been increasing about 2.5% on a year-on-year basis3.

EFFECTIVENESS OF VIDEO AS A MARKETING TOOL
With video becoming an essential part of our daily life, companies are increasingly using
it as a marketing medium. The study on “how marketers will change their future content
activities” confirms the increasing focus on video usage among marketers. Among the
respondents, 75% have plans to increase their use of videos, compare with 73% on visual
images and 65% on blogging4.

2
Source: We Are Social.
https://wearesocial.com/special-reports/digital-in-2017-global-overview
3

Main reasons for using Social Media – Research / Find Products to buy (Source: Global Web Index)

4

Source: Social Media Examiner - How Will Marketers Change Their Future Activities
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The power of video to forge a personal connection with viewers cannot be overstated.
Video offers huge potential to break down barriers and attract new members of your
tribe5.

Source: Entrepreneur.com
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/290356
5
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Only 20% of people read written content. But 80% are watching your videos6. 16 mins and
49 secs is the average amount of monthly time a person spends watching online video
ads7.
The benefits of video marketing summarized in an article published by Bizness App
states that 4 times as many people would watch a product video than read about it; 92%
of mobile video viewers share videos with others, and the value of one minute of video
can be translated to 1.8 million words, making it the single most practical use for your
marketing time and money8.

6
Source: Louder.online
https://louder.online/16-video-marketing-stats/
7

Source: comScore

Source: biznessapps.com
https://www.biznessapps.com/blog/5-things-need-know-video-marketing/
8
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Video traffic over the Internet has been on an uptrend. IP video traffic will be 82% of all
Consumer Internet traffic by 2020, up from 70% in 2015, and that global IP video traffic will
grow threefold from 2015 to 2020, a CAGR of 26%9. Visual content is over 40 times more
likely to get shared on social media than other types of content10.

Source: Cisco.com
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visual-networking-index- vni/completewhite-paper-c11-481360.html
9

Source: HubSpot
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/visual-content-marketing-strategy

10

11

Infographics on Video Marketing (Source: HighQ)
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12

Video Statistics – The Marketer’s Summary 2016 (Source: Invodo)
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EMERGENCE OF
SOCIAL COMMERCE
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Social Commerce will bring in a new disruptive trend in the industry by commemorating
the two big industries social media and e-Commerce13.

Global Web Index’s Biggest Social Media Trends Shaping 201814 include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There’s no digital audience that can’t be reached via social media.
1 in every 3 minutes spent online is devoted to social media.
Over half of social media users are ‘Brand Followers’.
Social media is a key channel for consumer research.
News and entertainment are big reasons for using social media.
Internet users are mostly accessing social media via their mobiles.
Video watching on social media is now a mainstream activity.

Source: Medium Corp – TrooTech
https://medium.com/troo-blog/social-commerce-a-trend-step-ahead-to-e-Commerce-and-social-mediaed87a7f0c110
13

14
Source: Global Web Index
https://blog.globalwebindex.net/trends/social-media-trends/
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According to Business Insider – Social Commerce is driving huge increases in retail traffic
and retailers should focus on mobile social commerce15.
Social commerce offers a real opportunity for retailers to shorten the path to purchase for
customers16.
As of 4th quarter of 2016, desktop PCs still accounted for the majority of global e-retail
orders, but smartphones are the number one device in terms of retail website visits17.

Distribution of Retail Visits and Orders Worldwide as of 4th quarter 2016, by Device (Source: Statista)

15

Source: Business2Community - What is Social Commerce – Our Collection of Trends, Statistics, and Examples

Source: Marketing Week - Social commerce: How willing are consumers to buy through social media?
https://www.marketingweek.com/2016/03/23/social-commerce-how-willing-are-consumers-to-buy- throughsocial-media/

16

17

Source: Statista- Distribution of Retail Visits and Orders Worldwide as of 4th quarter 2016 by Device
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In 2016, an estimated 1.61 billion people worldwide purchased goods online. Global
e-retail sales amounted to US$1.9 trillion. Projections show a growth of up to US$4.06
trillion by 202018.

E-Commerce share of total global retail sales from 2015 to 2020 (Source: Statista)

18

Source: Statista - E-Commerce Share of Total Global Retail Sales from 2015 to 2020
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CHALLENGES FACED BY
EXISTING E-Commerce /
SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS
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PLUGGING GAPS & NOT INTEGRATED
E-Commerce platforms are attempting to integrate media elements, while Social Media
platforms are trying to incorporate shopping features. Gaps are appearing as these
different platforms find suitable ways to integrate Social Commerce. Their initial building
blocks and infrastructure are not catered fully for Social Commerce. They were built for
their original intended sole functions of e-Commerce OR Social Media respectively.
Because the platforms were never designed for Social Commerce, third party software,
bots or mini platforms have to come in to fill the gaps, and the integration is never
seamless, thus creating limitations.
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UNTAPPED RESOURCE & HIGH AD SPEND
Current platforms or portals focus on content monetization through advertisements or
cost per clicks. This, however, fails to tap on the cosmic potential of Consumer Influencers,
and lacks emotional engagement between brands and consumers, resulting in higher
and unnecessary advertising spend by brands.
Millions of consumers in the world are posting videos of the products they use, in the
form of unboxing videos, review videos, fun videos or creative promo videos, which
are engaging, informative and authentic. There is a huge and ready pool of Consumer
Influencers generating such videos, and a good number of these videos are very well
received and circulated. But these consumer-generated videos are not utilized to their
full potential. This is because platforms either restrict brands to only monetize their
own brand videos or charge a high fee to place advertisements within viral consumergenerated videos.

NEW PURCHASING BEHAVIOUR
Social Commerce has added a new complexity to the on-going Consumer Decision
Journey. It has evolved from the age-old funnel concept to an ongoing, cyclical relationship.
As consumers seek more information, reviews, and recommendations, TRUSTED Wordof-Mouth Videos have become a core part of the purchase decision process.
This shift in and proliferation of touch points compel brands to find ever more efficient and
cost-effective methods to fulfill demand for the right consumers at the right time, and
manage word-of-mouth in the right place.
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FANFARE’S ECOSYSTEM
RESOLVES ALL THE MARKET
ISSUES ENCOUNTERED BY
EXISTING SOCIAL MEDIA &
E-Commerce PLATFORMS
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FANFARE is a community-based 2-sided social commerce platform for creating, curating
and converting consumer-generated videos into instant Shoppable Videos for brands.
On one side, Fanfare allows consumers to upload videos of their favorite brands/products,
which can be converted into shoppable videos (by Brands) for other users to buy these
products directly. The content creator and consumer are rewarded in the process.
On the other side, Fanfare enables brands to convert these consumer-generated videos
into shoppable videos easily, thereby driving on-the-spot purchases and increasing their
bottom line.
Through a unique Video Verification feature, brands can now aggregate all the videos
created by their fans (i.e., consumer-generated videos) into their own channel on the
Fanfare platform, where other consumers can conveniently view them without having to
scour multiple online sites.
By providing incentives, consumers are drawn into the Fanfare platform to seek out
brands and products. Consumers can explore and make better choices by watching the
trusted videos made by other consumers.
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With Shoppable Videos, consumers also save valuable time from doing online searches
as they don’t have to leave the app to view product information, or go to its product
page on a website. They can now actively pull relevant information directly from the
Shoppable Video to own their decisions, as well as tips to getting the most out of their
products. These will help consumers feel good about their purchases, thereby creating a
relevant and tailored shopping experience.
The Shoppable Video can be linked directly to the brands’ online store or any major
e-Commerce marketplace selling the brands’ products. This makes Fanfare an open and
universal Social Commerce platform, with the potential to engage millions of consumers
and brands in the e-Commerce universe.
Fanfare will be an omni-channel Social Commerce platform where users can buy products
directly from their favorite brands via Consumer-Generated Shoppable Videos. It is set
to shape the future of Social Commerce and become the largest and trusted marketing
platform for consumer-generated shoppable videos.
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FANFARE IS
SOCIAL COMMERCE READY
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FANFARE is purpose-built from ground up to ENABLE Social Commerce. Its building
blocks are conceived and created specifically with Social Commerce and Shoppable
Videos in mind from the start. The features and functionalities have been well-thought
out and designed precisely to help brands and consumers connect more intimately, by
facilitating an integrated two-way Brand-Consumer engagement, so that brands can
expand their relationships with their consumers to maintain trust, familiarity, and positivity.
Fanfare’s unique feature is enabling a brand to convert any Consumer-Generated Video
into a Shoppable Video with ease.

(1) Consumer creates and
uploads a video of his/her
favorite brand/product on
Fanfare

(2) Fanfare enables brand to
add a “BUY” button via the
Brand App to convert the
user-generated video in a
shoppable video

(3) Users who click the “BUY”
button are linked directly to
an eStore or eCommerce
site to purchase the product
instantly

Users can also easily post and share videos on Fanfare like on any social media platform.
The added incentive is that brands can now accurately and cost-effectively add a BUY
Button to any of these consumer-generated videos on Fanfare, converting them into
Shoppable Videos.
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The advantages are that the content creator will
get rewarded and the brands can harness the
power of Consumer-Generated Videos to build
their image, promote their products and drive
immediate sales, or for lead generation, while
at the same time, creating their own library of
viral consumer-generated videos aggregated
within their own channel.
Fanfare’s unique model makes a complete
change in the way social media users interact
with brands and vice-versa, bringing more
benefits to every stakeholder and creating a
much better social commerce experience for
everyone.

“Social shopping harnesses
the human capacity for social
learning – learning from the
knowledge and experience of
others we know and/or trust.”
– Paul Marsden
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HOW
BLOCKCHAIN
FITS INTO THE
FANFARE
ECOSYSTEM and
IMPROVES ON
THE TRADITIONAL
SOCIAL
COMMERCE
MODEL
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Over the past year, we have developed a fully functioning ecosystem and have managed
to bring on board 90 ambassadors and over 200 brands. Our Fanfare app has been
downloaded more than 200,000 times on both Google Play Store, as well as the iOS App
Store.
We are now ready to bring our entire ecosystem to the next level by integrating the
blockchain technology. Our aim is to replace the current centralized coins used in our
ecosystem with our own ERC-20 FAN Token. The blockchain technology will bring about
many benefits to our current centralized ecosystem.

FAN Token for meaningful & authentic
transactions between brands and consumers
Brands and consumers from all over the world can engage and communicate with each
other in one universal and unifying language on the Fanfare platform. This is achieved by
providing a common currency for brands to remunerate the consumer and for consumers
to monetize their content.
Brands are required to use FAN Tokens to convert high-performing consumer-generated
videos into shoppable videos. Content creators or Consumer Influencers, whose videos
are verified or converted into shoppable videos by a brand, are rewarded with FAN Tokens.

TRANSPARENT AND immutable transactions
With blockchain technology, every user can access and view every transaction record on
the blockchain. In other words, every user can verify against it, thereby eliminating the
need to trust a third-party entity. This “trustless” and transparent public verifiability is one
of the unique characteristics of blockchain technology.
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Social commerce transactions on the Fanfare will be transacted through the blockchain and
are therefore immutable – alleviating all discrepancies. These include brands rewarding
content creators and/or performing video verification and conversion to shoppable video
transactions, as well as users receiving rewards and/or purchasing products on Fanfare
eStore.

No Intermediaries = Highly Efficient Transactions
with Faster and Greater Distribution of Rewards
Employing smart contracts or self-executing digital contracts, the Fanfare ecosystem
is dispensing with intermediaries common in traditional commerce models, such as
advertising and marketing agencies. This helps to reduce costs for brands, while ensuring
that content creators receive a fairer and greater share of the value they are creating.
Without the need for intermediaries, all transactions in the Fanfare ecosystem can take
place directly between brands and content creators on the blockchain, through a fast,
reliable, unrestricted and undisputed manner.
For brands, they can instantly convert the video and remunerate the content creator.
There are no advertising intermediaries or upfront bulk fees payable to use the platform.

Meet the Needs of the Unbanked and
Underbanked
Blockchain technology encourages financial inclusion in emerging markets, and provides
a secure, scalable way to serve the needs of these individuals, who are ready to adopt
disruptive financial solutions outside of the traditional banking system19.
Leveraging on blockchain technology, the Fanfare ecosystem is able to facilitate
transactions for the 2 billion people19 in under-developed and developing countries with
no access to bank accounts, credit cards or financial services.

Source: Coin Telegraph
https://cointelegraph.com/news/how-blockchain-is-banking-the-unbanked

19
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FANFARE TOGETHER
WITH FAN TOKENS
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The Fanfare App (comprising of the User App and the Brand App) is at the center of this
ecosystem, including all key Social Commerce stakeholders. In both the apps will be the
Fanfare Wallet, which is used to store your FAN Tokens. The wallet will be used for all
transactions within our ecosystem, such as receiving tokens via having a video verified,
having a BUY button added to a video, etc. It will also be used for the purchasing of
discounted products from the Fanfare eStore.

Win-Win-Win Scenario for Users, Creators and
Brands
Win for
Audiences
(Users)

They get rewarded with FAN Tokens by simply becoming
active on the app. Users will get rewarded periodically
with FAN Tokens for the amount of videos watched. When
brands create campaigns, users can vote for the winning
video using our FAN Token. Voters will also get rewarded if
the video they voted for has won the campaign.

Win for
Content Creators
/ Consumer
Influencers

Anyone, no matter how popular you are, gets rewarded for
creating good quality content. When uploading your video,
creators can give a “shoutout” to their target brand by using
our unique <brandtag. This way, brands can easily be aware
of any video content that may be related to their brand/
products. Content creators will get rewarded immediately
when the brand verifies their videos or when the brand adds
a BUY button (i.e., add products) to their videos.

Win for
Brands

Increased revenue through more point-of-sales (via
shoppable videos), while being able to create a brand
channel containing all user-generated videos (instead of
their own videos). Additional features allow brands to create
their own Campaigns, as well as Broadcast Announcements
to their fans.
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Relationship between users and brands on Fanfare

The above diagram shows a simplified model of the relationship between users and
brands in the Fanfare ecosystem and how the FAN Token is utilized.
The Fanfare platform comprises of 2 separate apps:

•
•

The User App for everyone
The Brand App for our brand partners

Functions on the Fanfare User App:

•
•
•
•

View and upload videos
Buy products
Take part in campaigns
Vote for winning videos in campaigns

Functions on the Fanfare Brand App:

•
•
•
•

Verify videos and adding it to the brand channel
Add a BUY button to a user-generated video
Create campaigns
Make announcements to your fans
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Flow for brands verifying a video

Brands are able to view all the user-generated videos uploaded onto the Fanfare platform
using the Brand App.
When an interesting video has been uploaded, a brand can choose to add the video into
its brand channel by verifying the video. The fee to verify a video is 200 FAN Tokens.
50% of this fee is taken by the platform as commission and 50% will be given as a reward
to the video creator.
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Flow for brands adding BUY button to a video

Brands can choose to convert any user video into a shoppable video by adding a BUY
button (for a product) to it. Each video in the Fanfare platform can hold up to four products.
They can be products from a single brand or multiple different brands.
Each product added would stay on the video for up to seven days, after which it will be
removed automatically.
The process of adding this BUY button is done using a bidding system. The minimum fee
payable to bid for a product slot is 400 FAN Tokens.
Brands can choose to pay any fee above 400 FAN Tokens to get a slot if there is any
available.
In the event that all the four product slots are taken, brands can choose to bid a higher
price and replace the lowest bidder’s slot. If a brand’s slot is out-bided, their product will
be replaced immediately, even if it has not reached the seven-day period.
In the event that two or more products have the same lowest bid price, the older product
will be replaced.
© Copyright 2017 by Fanfare Global Pte Ltd
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Sample scenario:
Video 1 currently has three products added to it:

•

Nike – Air VaporMax Flyknit shoes – three days remaining – Bid price 435
FAN

•

Puma – IGNITE Limitless SR Carnival shoes – five days remaining – Bid price
400 FAN

•

Nike – Air Max Plus 97 shoes – six days remaining – Bid price 410 FAN

Adidas now wants to add two shoes to this video: Crazy BYW shoes, and the Prophere
shoes. When adding the first Crazy BYW shoes to Video 1, Adidas can just bid the
minimum 400 FAN Tokens, as there is still 1 available slot. Once added, all the four
product slots for Video 1 will be taken.
Adidas now has two options to add the Prophere shoes:

1.
2.

Wait three days for Nike Air VaporMax Flyknit shoes to expire, OR
Out-bid the lowest bidder

Adidas choose to get a slot for the Prophere shoes by bidding 410 FAN Tokens. Puma,
being the lowest and oldest bidder, will get replaced.
The new products added to Video 1 will be as follows:

•

Nike – Air VaporMax Flyknit shoes – three days remaining – Bid price 435
FAN

•
•
•

Nike – Air Max Plus 97 shoes – six days remaining – Bid price 410 FAN
Adidas – Crazy BYW shoes – seven days remaining – Bid price 400 FAN
Adidas – Prophere shoes – seven days remaining – Bid price 410 FAN

50% of the cost is taken by the platform as Commission while 50% will be given as a
reward to the video creator.
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Flow for brands creating campaigns and users participating and voting

Campaigns are an important feature of the Fanfare platform. They allow brands to engage
users who would create videos and generate awareness about their products.
Brands can choose to set their campaign budget to attract more participants. The
minimum campaign budget is 2,000 FAN.
The campaign budget will be split into three pools:

•
•
•

55% - Prize Pool for the three winning videos
15% - Vote Reward Pool for voters
30% - Commission for platform

Participants will take part in the campaigns by uploading videos based on the criteria laid
out by the campaigns.
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Users can choose to vote for their favorite videos using FAN Tokens. Each vote will require
1 FAN, which will be added to the Vote Reward Pool. Each user can only vote once for
each video, but they can vote for as many videos as they like.
At the end of each campaign, the FAN Tokens in the Vote Reward Pool will be distributed
equally to all the users who voted for the winning video.
The Prize Pool will be distributed to the top three videos in the following ratio – 60% /
30% / 10%.

Distribution of the Revenue Pool

Fanfare believes in building an ecosystem where active users are rightfully rewarded. The
Revenue Pool will be distributed monthly in the form of activity-based rewards to users.
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20% of the Revenue Pool will be distributed back to users for watching videos:

FAN Token earned =

videos watched by user this month
total videos watched this month

× Viewer Reward Pool

50% of the Revenue Pool will be distributed back to users who purchased from the Fanfare
eStore:

FAN Token earned =

amount spent by user this month
total amount collected in eStore this month

× eStore Reward Pool

The final 30% of the Revenue Pool will be kept by Fanfare for the funding of infrastructure,
and future developments / improvements.
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USES OF FAN TOKENS
(SUMMARY)
USERS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Receive FAN Tokens when their video is verified by a brand.
Receive FAN Tokens when their video is converted into a shoppable video.
Rewarded with FAN Tokens for watching videos.
Purchase of products from Fanfare eStore.
Vote for winning video in brand campaigns.
Trade FAN Tokens on exchanges.

BRANDS
• Reward

content creators upon verifying and adding the video to the brand

channel.

•

Reward content creators when converting a video into a shoppable video by
adding a product to it.

•

Purchase ticket to make an announcement to all their fans (e.g., launch of a
new campaign, new product launches, upcoming promotions, etc.).

•

Trade FAN Tokens on exchanges.
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VALUE OF THE FAN TOKEN
The FAN Tokens will be the sole currency
used within the entire Fanfare ecosystem
and it will be readily traded on crypto
exchanges. It will be the currency that all
users will be rewarded with, and it will also
be the currency that is used to purchase
discounted products from the Fanfare
eStore. It is therefore important for us to
ensure that the value of the FAN Tokens
remains stable, or appreciates over time.
Below are some of the reasons why the
FAN Tokens will remain valuable.

Sale of FAN Tokens
to Brand Partners
Fanfare Brand Partners are required to
purchase FAN Tokens to access features
on the Fanfare Brand App, a separate app
made available only to them. Because all
brands are verified before getting an official
account for the Fanfare Brand app, it serves
to filter out real brands from dishonest
individuals masquerading as brands to sell
counterfeit products in the e-Commerce
marketplace.

This helps to prevent

consumers from getting cheated with fake
or defective items, thereby building brand
loyalty, and foster word-of-mouth – driving
return visits and repeat purchases.
© Copyright 2017 by Fanfare Global Pte Ltd
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Mass Adoption by Brands & Consumers
Increased participation from brands and increased transactions by consumers will
improve the liquidity of the FAN Token, thereby increasing its value. Fanfare will also
anchor itself as the Official Social Commerce Partner for key Events and Exhibitions, as
well as for emerging global e-Commerce portals.

The Fanfare eStore
Fanfare users with FAN Tokens can use these tokens to purchase real world products
here at a discount from Fanfare’s Brand Partners.

Re-Distribution of Marketing Dollars
Marketing dollars are channeled back into the Fanfare ecosystem, and re-distributed
back to the consumers as incentives.

Visual Word-of-Mouth
Video is the most effective and will be the most widely used and adopted medium
of communication and for word-of-mouth. Having the Fanfare platform powered by
consumer-generated word-of-mouth videos ensures perpetual utilization.

Channel Creation
By verifying the videos, brands start establishing their own channels based on consumergenerated videos.
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TOKENSALE
Tokensale Structure
Total FAN token supply

2,000,000,000 FAN

FAN token supply for Strategic
Investors sale

190,000,000 FAN

FAN token supply for Private sale

400,000,000 FAN

FAN token supply for Crowdsale

400,000,000 FAN

Unsold tokens

Burned

Price of FAN token

1 ETH = 10,000 FAN

Soft cap

4 million USD

Token creation will end when either the all FAN tokens are sold or the contribution period
has ended. If the amount sold is less than the soft cap of 4 million USD, all contributions
will be refunded. Unsold tokens will be burned.
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Crowdsale
Date

17 August 2018 - 31 October 2018

Investmount Amount Limit

Min 0.1 ETH, Max 200 ETH

Phase 1
FAN token supply for sale

20,000,000 FAN

Bonus amount

25%

Phase 2
FAN token supply for sale

40,000,000 FAN

Bonus amount

15%

Phase 3
FAN token supply for sale

80,000,000 FAN

Bonus amount

10%

Phase 4
FAN token supply for sale

100,000,000 FAN

Bonus amount

5%

Phase 5
FAN token supply for sale

160,000,000 FAN

Bonus amount

0%
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

Fanfare will sell 54.75% of all token supply through the Strategic Investors sale, Private
sale, PreICO sale and Crowdsale. Tokens allocated to team will be locked for 2 years with
a vesting schedule. Tokens allocated to advisors will be locked for 1 year. Reserve pool
tokens will not be locked and will be used to grow the Fanfare community.
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USE OF FUNDS FROM TOKENsale
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ROADMAP
Dec 2016

May 2017

Aug 2017

Fanfare App
development
begins

Beta launch of
Fanfare App with
20,000 users

Official launch of
Fanfare App

Feb 2018

Jan 2018

Oct 2017

Preparation for ICO

Official launch of
Fanfare Brand App

Fanfare App hits
150,000 downloads

Aug 2018

Oct 2018

Jan 2019

PreICO sales

ICO Crowdsale

Basic Fanfare
wallet

3Q 2020

Jun 2019

Mar 2019

Complete Fanfare
eStore

Integration of
wallet into Fanfare
platform

Complete Fanfare
wallet
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CURRENT ASSESSMENT
The Fanfare Consumer App and Brand App are now ‘live’ and available for free downloads
globally on both iOS and Android. We have gone beyond the proof-of-concept, prototype
and beta stages.
It has taken a small, but passionate and committed team a mere eight months to launch the
Fanfare App from conceptualization to implementation with extremely limited resources.
And within the three short months since the official launch of the App on 17 August 2017,
Fanfare has garnered over 200,000 downloads, and a high approval rating of 4.7 out of 5
amongst the users.
90 micro-influencers from 28 countries with different backgrounds have also joined the
platform as official Fanfare ambassadors to spearhead the creation of shoppable videos.
Between them, they have a reach of 15 million followers, giving Fanfare a sizeable base
of fans to grow from. The ambassadors form the first wave of content creators, while their
fans are the first adopters of the App.
Together with over 200 brand partners, and the partnerships with events and e-Commerce
platforms, the stage is set for more growth.
Fanfare is now poised to become the key player in the social commerce and shoppable
videos arena within the next two years.
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FOUNDERS &
MANAGEMENT TEAM

VINCENT LIM

Michael Chua

Benny Phang

Co-Founder & CEO

Co-Founder & CMO

Co-Founder & CSO

Media & Entertainment
Maverick & Entrepreneur

Award-Winning Film
Director & Serial
Entrepreneur

Investment Strategist with
experience in Investor
Relations

GERALD TAN

KENNETH NG

Co-Founder & CIO

Co-Founder & CTO

Business Strategist &
Entrepreneur

CEO of Project Kanzen, a IT
development agency
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SENIOR
TEAM MEMBERS

shaun ang
Head of UI / UX
Founder of Project Kanzen,
17 Years of Design
Experience

dong le
Senior Engineer
Big Data Systems
Developer for Social
Network & e-Commerce
Platforms

christelle tsang
Media Producer
e-Business and Digital
Marketing Specialist

Kelvin ko
VP of Marketing
CEO of KGC Consulting and
Sales & Marketing Director
of Knovatech
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ADVISORS

DAVID DRAKE
Founder & Chairman, LDJ
Capital; Managing Partner,
The Soho Loft Media
Group; Advisor to WePower,
Polymath and NAGA

KENNETH OH
Senior Partner of Dentons
Rodyk & Davidson’s
Corporate Practice

Ralph Liu
Chairman of
California-based
Advanced e-Financial
Technologies, Inc. (AeFT);
Advisor to HOQU

BRETT JOHNSON
Security Advisor & Online
Fraud Prevention Expert;
Penetration Testing
Specialist

Wulf Kaal
Professor at University
of St Thomas School of
Law. Crypto Speaker,
Entrepreneur, Technologist,
Blockchain Strategist

Ben Tuff
Former Managing Partner
at MEC (now Wavemaker),
Digital Marketing Specialist
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Gabriel Morey
Advisor to Electroneum
coin, MTV Mobile COO in
Japan

Lee young mo
Korean Capital Market
Specialist; Investment
Strategist, CEO of
Seoulbound Inc.

Alex qian
Blockchain Technical
Advisor. CTO of Knovatech
and CEO of Itering.
Experience with AntShares
(NEO), Ethereum and EOS.
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CHANGELOG
Version 9.0
- Amended Tokensale data
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